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1. lnlroduction and notation 
Let N,(R, C) be the set of all p x 4 nonnegative matrices of integer elements with 
fixed row sum and column sum vectors R = (r,, . . . , r,,), and C = (c,, . . . , c,), respec- 
tively, where r,, . . . . ‘;,, c,, . . . , cc, are strictly positive integers. On this set, the ‘more 
concordant’ partial ordering (see Tchen [7]) is used to define the subset of matrices 
in ./l,(R,C) more concordant than a given matrix M, of .H,(R,C). Methods are 
given to generate this set and to obtain its cardinality. Abramson & Moser [I], and 
Good & Crook [5] have previously treated special cases. Gail & Mantel [4] have 
considered the problem of generating and obtaining the cardinality of .//,(R,C). 
However, their techniques are not readily implementable and, moreover, appear not 
to be applicable to the more general problems considered here. 
Applying the proposed counting method to the set of 3 x 3 integer matrices, we 
obtain as a corollary the formula for % (r,,rz,r3; cl,c2,c3), the cardinality of 
//,(R, C), where R=(r-,,rz,r3), C=(c,,c2,c3). For the simpler case, a less complex 
expression for % (r,,r,,r3; rl,rz,r3) is also given which generalized the formula 
% (r, I; r; r, I; r) given in Abramson & Moser [ 11. 
* This work is sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract 
F49629-82-K-001. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States 
Government. 
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For any p x q matrix M, the partial sum matrix of A4 is denoted by G = (G;,j) and 
defined as 
I i 
Gi*j= C C ‘n/,/c2 i= 1 ,..., p, j=l,..., q. 
h=l k=l 
Every matrix ~W=(rn~,~) and its partial sum matrix are related by 
‘ni,j=Gi,j-Gij_I-Gi_I j+Gi-1 j-1, (1.1) 
i= 1, . . . ,p, j=l,..., q. Throughout, we assume that when i=O or j=O, then 
G,j = 0. The row partial sutn vector is defined by GR = (GfR’) = (Gt,,, . . . , G, q), and 
the column partial sum vector by Cc = (Gj”) = (GP. t, . . . , G, q). Oftentimes we refer 
to GR and Gc as the row and column marginak, respectively, of G. 
Let M= (~n~,~) E. //,(R, C) and G be the corresponding partial sum matrix. Then 
clearly 
i Wlisj=ri, i=l,...,p; 
j-l 
,c, l?li~j=Cj, j= I,..., q; 
The notation :“t(GR, Gc) is used to denote the set of all partial sum matrices cor- 
responding to matrices in /lt(R, C), and is called the set of partial sum matrices 
with row marginal Ga and column marginal Cc. 
2. The partial ordering of more concordancy 
Definition 2.1 (Tchen [7], Ahmed et al. [2]). Let M, E. /l,(R, C), M,E. //,(I?, C). 
Then M, is said to be more concordant than A4,, if G, zGz, where G, and Gz are 
the partial sum matrices of M, and A4,, respectively. 
This is denoted by M,~;M or I$~M,. 
The following theorem is usually employed in a probabilistic context, but can be 
rephrased for the set //t(R, C). 
Theorem 2.1 (Hoeffding [6], Frechet [3]). For any partial sum matrix G = (G,j) E 
:g,(G,, Gc), 
G~jIGijIG’. 1. I’ 
for all i= l,..., p, j= l,..., q, where G+ = (GTj) and G- =(G,Tj), with G{j= 
min(G!‘), G,!“) and Grj= max(O, G!R)+ Gj”‘- n). Furthermore, both G+ and G- 
are matrices of !qI(GRiGc). 
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The matrices G+ and G- are called by us the upper Frechet bound and lower 
Frechet bound, respectively, of :g,(Ga, Cc). 
Denote by 1’6 and M- the corresponding matrices (given by (1.1)) in ..I,(R, C) 
of G+ and G-, respectively. For convenience we also call these matrices the upper 
Frechet bound and lower Frechet bound of .//,(R,C). 
It is clear from Theorem 2.1 that for every matrix ME. N,(R, C), M+ AIVAIV-. 
While the results of this paper are of value in their own right, they also have ap- 
plications in statistics. For certain statistical tests of hypotheses, we must compute 
the numerical value of a statistic of the form: 
#{M: ME. //I(R, C), M:IV, and MA/VI,}, (2.1) 
where I’vI,,M~E.//,(R, C). If //,(R, C) has a lattice structure with respect to the 
more concordant partial ordering, then the quantity of (2.1) could be computed 
from #{MIM~LUB(M,,M,)}, where LUB(MI,Mz) would be the least upper 
bound matrix computed from M, and IV*. But, as is shown in Appendix A, 
f/,(R, C) does not have a lattice structure (except in the 2 x q case). 
However, K,(R, C) can be embedded in a slightly more general set which does 
have a lattice structure with respect t&the more concordant partial ordering. In this 
context, results can be stated slightly more generally, and importantly the counting 
of (2.1) becomes much easier. We need to extend N,(R, C) to the set //,*(R, C) such 
that the set of partial sum matrices of matrices in k’F(R, C) generally contains the 
following types of matrices: 
Hz (H. .) = (ma,y(G!‘! G!‘.))) 
1. J LJ’ 1.J (2.2) 
and 
K= (K. .) = (min(G!‘! G!‘!)) 
4 J I./’ l,J ) (2.3) 
where G, =(G,$)) and Gz=(G$ are two arbitrary matrices of ://,(Ga, Cc). In 
general, the matrices given by (2.2) and (2.3) behave almost like partial sum matrices 
of :+,(Ga,Gc), but lack the property of the second order differences being posi- 
tive. This leads to the following definitions. 
Definitions 2.1. ://:(G,, Cc) is the set of all pxq matrices G=(Gj,i) having non- 
negative integer elements, and satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Gi,,j, 1 GiZ,jzt whenever ir 2 il, jz jz, 
(ii) GifirG,jLG,~j, where G+ and G- are the upper Frechet bound and lower 
Frechet bound of :i,(G,, Cc), respectively. 
By Definition 2.1, Theorem 2.1 is still true for the set :“;“(G,, Cc). Moreover, it 
is clear that all matrices i//:(Ga, Cc) have fixed row and column marginal sum vec- 
tors CR and Cc, respectively. 
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Definition 2.2. 
The set !$*(G,, Cc) is also called the set of partial sum matrices for matrices in 
//:(R, C). 
From Definition 2.2, it is clear that //,(R,C) is a subset of //T(R, C). The more 
concordant partial ordering on N,(R, C) can also be extended directly to a partial 
ordering on a set //:(R, C), where if M,, Mz E. //T(R, C), then M, AMz, if G, 2 Gz. 
Definition 2.3. Let Me be a matrix of . K:(R, C). Then 
.ntf(~M,,)= {MIME./~;Z(R,C), M&f,}, 
.A/,(~M,)={MIME.//,(R,C), Mh4,,}, 
./:(~M,,)= {MIME ..K:(R, C), Mhf,}, 
and 
.nl,(~Mo)={MIM~..//,(R,C), Mh4,). 
Clearly for every Me E .,NT(R, C), -//~(~‘M,) s .n/f(~M,). 
It suffices throughout to only study . #:(&Me) because 
q&M,) = (Ml7: ME /?I*(~MJ7)}, (2.4) 
where n=(n,j) and ~~,~-;+~=l, and 0, otherwise, i=l,..., 4; j=l,..., 4. The 
result of (2.4) follows from the fact that M,$MM, if and only if M,17~Mzf7. 
Similarly we need only consider //,(A&). 
Observe that the set K,(R, C) can be reexpressed by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. .k’,(~M,)=.K,(R,C) if and only if M,,=M-. 
Proof. Suppose Kt(GMe) =. K,(R, C). Then M- E. k’,(LMc) implies M- AA4,, 
which with Theorem 2.1 implies Me= M-. The converse is trivial. Cl 
Theorem 2.2. . @(R, C) has lattice structure with respect to the more concordant 
partial ordering. 
Proof. To show that //:(R, C) is a lattice with respect to the more concordant par- 
tial ordering, it is equivalent to show that in ..//T(R, C), there exist a least upper 
bound (LUB) and a greatest lower bound (GLB) for any two arbitrary matrices MI 
and M, of .l/:(R,C). 
Let I/= (uci) and L = (li,j) be the two p x q matrices whose partial sum matrices 
Hand K are, respectively, defined by H= (max(G,$ Cl;))) and K = (min(G$ G$), 
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where G, = (Cl:) and G2= (G$ are the partial sum matrices of M, and M,, 
respectively. From the definition of H and K, both are matrices of !g:(Ga, Cc), so 
that U and L are matrices of .,//:(I?, C). It is clear that I/ is more concordant than 
h4, and M2 and that these two matrices are both more concordant than L. To show 
that U is the LUB of M, and IV,, we need only to show that MAM, and MAIM, 
imply MAU. Let G be the partial sum of matrix of M. Then GzG, and G2GZ 
imply Gz-(max(G!,y, G$)) =H, and the result follows. The analogous argument 
holds for L. 0 
As noted previously, //,(R, C) does not have a lattice structure and yet N:(R, C) 
does. The apparent reason for this is that h’:(R, C) is a sufficient larger set, in that 
it permits certain negative matrix entries. 
Due to the lattice structure, we can now compute the quantity in (2.1) easily as 
the following lemma demonstrates. 
Lemma 2.2. Let M, =(mzy) and Mz=(mi,: be two matrices of N:(R, C) with 
LUB U. Then 
{ME.//,(R,C), MAM, and M$Mz} =.//,(AU). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the following equivalences: 
ME.,//,(~M,)~.,K,(~M*) * MA U and ME ..X,(R, C) 
o ME..K,(%). 
3. Main results 
Motivated by Lemma 2.2 and the associated discussion, we give in this paper 
methods to compute the cardinality of and constructively generate //,(:M,,), for 
arbitrary MO E Kr(R, C). By Lemma 2.1, from these results we immediately have as 
corollaries results pertaining to ./l,(R,C). The basic counting result is given by 
Theorem 3.2 and the construction technique is illustrated in the 3 x 3 case in Section 
5. However, crucial to obtaining these results is the characterization of ./l,(AM,) 
presented in Theorem 3. I. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M= (tub,) be a p x q matrix with integer elements and G the cor- 
responding partial sum matrix. Then M belongs to //,(AMO) if and only if 
( 
j-l i-l 
Imi,jSmin Ti- C fnlk,cj- C mh.j J 
k=l /I= I > 
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i=l 7 -.., p, j= 1, . . . . q, where MO is a matrix of. //T(R, C) and Go is its partial sum 
matrix. 
Proof. Suppose M=(IH,,~)E. ~t(~A4~) with partial sum matrix G=(Gi,j). From 
the definition of the set //,(~Me), G,-, = (G$ I G = (G,j), SO that 
By (1 .l) and the fact that trr;,j is a nonnegative integer, then 
m~(O,G~,~-G;,j-,-Gi-,,j+G;-,,j-,)~1~~~,j. (3.1) 
To obtain the appropriate upper bounds for /H;,j in (3.1), note that CT_, ~n/,,~ = 
r,,, h=l,..., p, and CI=, III~,,~ = ck, k= 1, . . . , q imply that 
JSI I -  I  
1?7;,jIri- C 1?1i,~ and t?ri,j’cj - C trrl,,j, 
k=I h = I 
so that 
J-1 
m,jIIIlin Ti- C /??i,k,Cj- 
b=l 
Conversely, if M(\rri,j) is a pxq matrix of integer elements verifying the in- 
equalities of the hypothesis, i.e., max(GI,y-G;,j-I--G;-1 j+G;-,sj-1~0)S/T7ijI 
min(ri - C:.:‘, /77i,~, Cj -. cl:‘, /nh,j), i= 1, . . . , p, j= 1, . . . , 4, then obviously rrri,j is 
nonnegative. Since /“i,j~ min(r;- I:.:‘, /71i,k, Cj - Cl,,‘, r?l,,.j), then Ci,,, mj,,<ri and 
Cl=, ll?,,,j~Cj, i= 1, . . . . p, j= 1, . . . . q. It follows from these two inequalities that 
lnh, k = i 
h-l 
and 
Thus, 
max(G~,~,G;,j-,+Gi-,,j-Gi-,,;-~)~Gi,j~min 
so that it follows that 
Gi+ q = i r,, Gp,j= f: Ck, 
h = I Ii=, 
i= 1, . . . ,p, j=L..., q. These two last conditions and the inequalities Gi,jZ 
max(G$, G,j-, + Gi-,,j - G;-,,j-,) demonstrate that ME. //t(>Mc). 0 
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By Theorem 3.1 we can write the set .flI(~MO) in the following form 
/Ir(AMo) = M= (,n;, j) 1 /~?i, j are nonnegative integers, 
max(G~,~~-G;,j_~-G;-,,j+G;-,,j-,,O)~~n~,, 
I- 1 I- I 
Imin rj- C /??Lk,Cj- C I?l/,,j 
k-l h = I > 
, i=l,...,p, j=l,...,q 
which can be rewritten as 
where 
ai, j= max 
JP’ ,-I 
b;,j=ITlin Ti- C M,k,Cj- C /?7/,sj 
> 
, i=l,..., p-l, j=l,..., q-1, 
k=I /I = I 
d 
and MO=(m~,~). The representation of (3.2) yields the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. 
where 
Ui,j=llXiX 
i j-l i-l j i-l j-l 
:, z, mh*k- ;, ;, mh,k+ c c mh,ktO y h=l k=l 
j-l i-l 
bi,j=min ri- c mi,k,cj- c Illh,j , 
k=l h=l > 
i= 1 ,...) p-l,j=l,..., q - 1; and MO = (m/,oj)). 
Corollary 3.1. #(. //,(R, C)) = #(. //,(~M”-)), where M- is the lower FrPchet 
bound of. /i,(R, C). 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.1. 0 
4. The 3x3 case 
Let %‘(r,,r2,r3; c,,c2,cs) denote the cardinality of the set K,(R, C), where 
R = (r,,r?, r3), C=(c,, c2, cs). From the two results: ME. //,(R, C) if and only if 
I7, A417, E .,/(,(RZ7;, CX2); and ME ..KI(R, C) if and only if M’E A,(C, R), it follows 
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that we can suppose, without loss of generality, that r, I rzsr3, cl 5c21c3 and 
r,sc,. By Lemma 2.1, we have %(r,,rl,r2; cl,c2,c3)= #(./,(&Mm), where 
M- = (m,~j) and I??;, = 0, rn;z = 0, in,, - 0 and /Kz = max(r, + r, + cl + c7 - n, 0) = 
max(r, + r2 - c3, 0). Then by Theorem 3.2, 
r, ml , nhfr:. c, m , b 
‘L(r,,rz,r3; c,,c,,q)= i C C ,, [n7it7(rz - 177~ ,, c2 - m,J 
,,I, , i 0 U!, : = I1 ml, - 
- max(r, + r? - c3 -m,, , - n1,,2 - m2, ,, 0) + I]. 
In the case R=C, i.e., r, =c,, rz=c2, r3=c3, the formula simplifies to 
‘/,(r,,rz,r3; r,,rz,r3)= jJ 
r, 01, r, 111, , 
“‘I I - 
o ,,,E-” ,,,FmIl [min(rz-l)lb,,r2-111,.1) 
I : 
- max(r, +rl-r3-m,,, -n7,,2-mr,,0)+ I]. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) In rhe case r, +r2sr3, 
‘6 (r,, rz, r3; r,, rz, r3) = 2rz (‘I;‘) -fi4+3) 
-(rl-l)(1.,12)+3(l.,12). 
(ii) 1rr the case r, + rz> r3, 
‘6 (r,, r?, r3; P,, r?, r3) = 2r, (rl;3)-4(l14+3) 
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix B. 0 
Corollary 4.1. “(r,r,r;r,r,r)=3(‘;‘)+(‘t*). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.l(ii) by setting ri = r2 = r3 = r. 0 
The result of Corollary 4.1 was previously derived by Abramson & Moser [I]. 
The formula for % (r,, r2, r,; c,, c2, c3) can be applied to provide the results con- 
tained in the following two examples. 
Example 4.1. Let ./l,(R,C) be given with R=(lO, 12, 18) and C=(13, 12,15). 
Suppose 
72 1 
M,= [ 363 1 . 
3 4 11 
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Then #(. K,(A,Me)) = 62. 
Example 4.2. Let N,(R, C) be given with R = (5,7,8) and C= (4,8,8). Then 
005 
M-= 043 [ 1 440 
and #(.K,(R,C))= #(.//,(&Me))=364. 
5. An algorithm to generate N,(AM,,) in the 3 x 3 case 
We can immediately apply Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 to construct an 
algorithm to generate the set .k’,(~&) for arbitrary dimension. To illustrate the 
technique, we provide the following computer implementable algorithm for the 3 x 3 
case. 
Generating Algorithm 
Step 0. MO = (mj,?), i= 1,2,3, j= 1,2,3 is given. 
Set 117 ,, , = mp/. 
Step 1. Set tn,,2= max(0, mjp[ + m$ - ml, ,). 
Step 2. Set tn2,, = max(0, ml:/ + rn$ - 177,. ,). 
Step 3. Set mLz = max(O, m [!I + m 1:: + mf1 + mfi - m ,, , - m ,, z - mL , ). 
Step 4. Let m l,3=rl-ml,I-m,~2; m,,,=c,-ml,,-m2,; m2,3=r2-mz.,-m22; 
m3,2=c2-m,,2-m22; m3~3=c3-m,,3-m23. 
Display M. 
Step 5. Let A=m22+ 1. 
(i) If A 5 mink2 - m2 ,, c2 - 177,,~), set /nz2 = A and go to Step 4. 
(ii) If A > min(rz - m2 ,, c2 - m,,J, go to Step 6. 
Step 6. Let B=m,, + 1. 
(i) If B~min(r~, c, -m,, ,), set m2,, = B and go to Step 3. 
(ii) If B>min(r,,c, -m,,,), go to Step 7. 
Step 7. Let C=m,,z+l. 
(i) If C<min(r, -m,,,,cz), set m,,2= C and go to Step 2. 
(ii) If C>min(r, -m,,,,c2), go to Step 8. 
Step 8. Let D=m,,, + 1. 
(i) If Dsmm(r,,c,), set ml,, = D and go to Step I. 
(ii) If D>min(r,,c,), the generating of .//(AM,) is finished. 
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Example 5.1. Let I/,@, C) be the set of 3 x 3 nonnegative matrices of integer 
elements where R = (4,7,9), C(5,8,7). Let 
30 
I’M,,= i 23 
05 
be a given matrix of 
preceding algorithm. 
Step 0. Let ml*, = 3. 
Step 1. Set m,*,=O. 
1 
2 
4 1 
.//,(R,C). We generate the set .//,(&I&) by using the 
Step 2. Set In&, = 2. 
Step 3. Then 3stnzzs5 =) +,=3,4,5. 
Step 4. M= 
Step I. Set m1,2= 1. 
Step 2. Set mz , = 2. 
Step 3. Then 2smL2s5 = maz=2,3,4,5. 
Step4.M=[ii9] [::4] [ain]. [ai%]. 
Step 0. Let m,, , = 4. 
Step I. Set m,sz=O. 
Step 2. Set m2, = 1. 
Step 3. Then 3smL2s6 * mLz=3,4,5,6. 
Step4. M= [%ni], [%nr], [ii:], [ii!]. 
Finally, 
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Appendix A 
On lattice structures 
Let R=(r, ,..., rp) and C=(c, ,..., c4) be given where all entries are positive and 
I:‘;, rj= Cy=, c;= 1. Define 
.Y(R,C)= P=(Pi,j)lOSPi,jt i=l,...,p,j=l,...,g; 
,$, Pi*j=ri, i= l,..., p; and f: pi.j=cj, j= l,...,q . 
i-l 1 
Thus .?(I?, C) can be viewed as the set of bivariate distributions with fixed marginals 
given by R and C. We show that ./r(R,C) does not have a lattice structure with 
respect to the more concordant partial ordering and from this it simply follows that 
.//,(R,C) does not have a lattice structure with respect to this ordering. 
By Theorem 2.1, for every P= (Pi,j) E .Y(R, C), 
max 
( 
i r,,+ i ck- l:O I i i pl,VkImin f: (*.l) 
It= I k=l > /r=l f=, 
(“=, rh*i, cj)g 
i= 1 , . . . . p, and j= 1, . . . . q. 
Again G denotes the partial sum matrix (in this case, actually a c.d.f. matrix) 
corresponding to ME .Y(R, C) and %‘(G,,Gc), the set of such partial sum 
matrices. 
Lemma A.l. Let G, = (G,!?) and G2 = (G,$) be Iwo matrices of :G (CR, Cc) and let 
H= (H;.j) be defined by 
Hi,j=max(max(GI,‘i’,GI,Zi)), Hi,j-1 +Hi-,sj-Hi-,,j-I), 64.2) 
i= 1, . . . ,a j=l,..., q, where H,j=O, if i=O or j=O. Then HE :G(GR,Gc). 
Proof. Let U=(u,j) be the matrix defined from H by 
Ui,j=Hi,j-Hij-I , -Hi-l,j+Hi-l.j-l* 
Then U is a nonnegative matrix. 
To complete showing that HE :e(G,, G,), we need only show that it has the ap- 
propriate marginals, or equivalently by (A. 1), to show that Hi,jS min(G!R), Gj”). 
From the definition of H, H,,j= max(G/,‘i), G,I;j), j= 1, . . . , 4, and Hi, I= 
max(Gi’/, G$, i= 1, . . . , p, so that by (A. 1) 
. 
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The proof proceeds now by induction jointly on i and j. Suppose 
and 
j-l I- I 
kg, h.k~ri~ C ul,.j'cj. 
h = I 
The induction step requires that we show that 
By the definition of H;,j, if H;,j_,+Hi_,,j-Hi_,,j-,~max(G:‘j’,GL2j), then 
because G, and Gze r’/‘(GR,GC). If H;,j-, +Hi-,,j-Hi-,,j-,>max(Gbli),G:Zi), then 
j-l i- I 
Hi,j=Hi,j-l +H;-,,j-Hi-,,j-, =Hi-,,j+ C ui,k=Hi,j-, + C ‘J/,.j> 
k=I h = I 
so that by the inductiori hypothesis, 
and 
Hence, Hi, jl min( C’,,, r,,, C’,;, ck). Additionally we must show that c’,;, Ui,kl ri 
and C:,=, U,,,j’cj. If Hi,j=Hi,j-,+Hi-,,j-Hi-,,j-,, then Ui,j=O and 
i, u;,x=l$, u;,klri and ,$, u/r,j=iz, ull,j’cj 
by induction. If Hi,j=max(G!,y, G$, then 
k$, Ui,k=Hi,j-Hi-,,j=max(Gtlj,G~,~~)-Hi-,,j 
I max(G,$ Gi:) - max(G,!!‘l,j, G!!‘,,j) 
5 max(G!,y - Gi(!),, j, Gi;’ - G!Z’,, j) I ri 
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The proof now follows by induction. 0 
Lemma A.2. Let PI, Pz and PE :B(R, C) with partial sum matrices, respectively, 
G,, G2, and G. Le! I/ be that element of .Y(R, C) whose partial sum marrix H is 
given by (A.2). If PAP,, PAP2 and U&P, then P= I/. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. The assumptions of the lemma yield G,j I H,j, 
G;,jLmax(Gtli),G:Zi)). If for a given (i,j) in (A.2), Hi,j=max(Gj,y, G$, then 
max(G$, G$) I G,j 5 H,j = max(Gi’j), G/,;j), 
and thus, G, j = max(G$, Cl;)) =Hi,j. From the proof of Lemma A.1, we have 
H, i = max(G{‘) Gi*j) j= 1 , . . . , q, and Hi, 1 = max(G$, G[:‘), 
H,:i=G,,j, H;.i=G,: for i=l,..., pandj=l,..., q. 
i= 1, . . . , p, SO that 
SupposeHi,i=GLi, forall(i,j)E{l,..., ic}x{l,..., jO}\{(ie,jO)}.Thentocom- 
plete the induction step, we show that HiO,j,,= G,j,. If Hi,,j,,=maX(G$o, GE%,,), 
then Hio,ji=Gi,,jo. If Hio,jo=Hio,jo-I ~Hi,-~,jo-Hio-~,jo-~, then 
Gi,,j,IHi~,j,=H,,.jo-I +Hi~-l.j~-Hi~-t.j~-l 
=Gi,,j,-l +Gi”-I,j,-Gi,-l,j,-l. 
But Gi,,jorGi,,j,_l +Gi,,-~,j,-Gi,-~,j,-~ becausepi,,jozO. Hence, Go,~o=H~o,jo, and 
the proof now follows. Cl 
Lemma A.2 demonstrates that if a LUB of P, and PI exists, then the LUB must 
be CJ. However, the following counterexample in the 3 x 3 case shows that U cannot 
be the LUB of P, and P2. 
so that both are matrices of .Y(R, C), where R = (0.2,0.3,0.5) and C= (0.3,0.3,0.4). 
Then 
G,= [/!k!ki Wii! Ei] and G2= [i\ii i!ii ei] 
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and H in (A.3) is given by 
0.06 [ 0.17 0.18 0.20 H= 0.29 0.50 1 , 
0.30 0.60 1.00 
with corresponding 
0.06 0.12 0.02 
I/= [ 0.11 0.00 0.19 1 . 
0.13 0.18 0.19 
Consider 
G3= 
0.10 0.18 0.20 0.10 0.08 0.02 
0.17 0.29 0.50 and P3 = 
0.30 0.60 1.00 [ 1 0.07 0.00 0.23 . 0.13 0.22 0.15 
Then P3$PI and P,$Pz, but P3 is not more concordant than I/. Cl 
From this counterexample, we see that .@(R, C) does not necessarily have a lattice 
structure in the 3 x 3 case with respect to the more concordant partial ordering. In 
order to change this counterexample to a counterexample for N,(R, C), multiply all 
the given matrices in Example A.1 by 100. We then get the same conclusion that 
..N~(R,C) does not have‘lattice structure in this situation with respect to the same 
partial ordering. Similar counterexamples can be constructed for dimensions greater 
than 3 x 3. However, it can be readily shown that in the 2 x q case such counter- 
examples like Example A. 1 do not exist, so that .9(R, C) and //,(R, C) have lattice 
structure with respect to the more concordant partial ordering for this case. 
Appendix B 
Computing %‘(r,, r2, r3; rlr r2, r3). 
Observe that 
Wl,r2,r3; rl,r2,r3)= i 
r, - m,. , r, - m,, (
C C [mW2--qbr2-m,,2) 
m,,,=O rrr,,:=o m,-0 
- max(r,+r2-r3-m,,,-m,.,-m2,,0)+ I]. 
There are two cases to consider. 
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Case (i): r, +r2Ir3. 
The three terms of the preceding quantity are now evaluated separately. 
The first term is 
2 % r’-f”’ y (r;-m,,2)=2 i ‘I-“‘,,, 
C 0-2-q2)tml,2+ 1) 
m,,,=O m,,:=O m,,=O m,,,=O m,,?=O 
=2 i “f”’ [r2+m,,,(r2- I)-mf2] 
m,,,=O m,,?=O 
= 2 i o [r20-1 - ml. I +l)+ttr2-l)(r,-m,,,)(r,-m,,,+l) 
ml. !  = 
-*(r,- ml, l)(rl -ml, I + 1 W, - 2ml, I + 111 
=2 % [rz(r, + l)- r2ml,I+f(r2-l)[rl(rl+1)-m,,,(2r,+1)+m~Il 
‘“,,, =o 
- + [r, (r, + 1) - m,,1(2r,+1)+m~11(2r,-2m,,,+l)l 
r1 
=2,,~=o[r2(r~+1)-r2m~,~+f(r2-1)[r~(rI+1)-ml,1(2r,+l)+m:,l 
-~[r,(r,+l)(2r,+l)-m,,,(2r,+l)2+m~,(2r,+l) 
-2m,,,(r,)(r,+1)+2m~,(2r,+1)-2m~,ll 
= 2[r2(r, + 1)2 - + r2(r,)(r, + 1) + &(r2 - l)(r,)(r, + 1)(2r, + 1) 
- * rl (r, + l)2(2r, + 1) + f(r2 - l)(r,)(r, + 1)2 
- + (r2 - l)(r,)(r, + 1)(2r, + 1) + +,(r, + 1)(2r, + 1)2 
-+-,(r,+l)(2r,+l)2++rf(r,+l)2+~rf(r,+l)2] 
= 2[+ r2(r, + l)(r, + 2) + + (r2- l)(r,)(r, + 1)2 
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- + (rz - l)(r,)(r, + 1)(2r, + 1) - + r, (r, + 1)*(2r, + 1) 
+ $ rf(r, + l)*] 
= 2 r2(r, + l)(r, + 2)(r, + 3) _ rl (r, + l)(r, + 2)(ri + 3) 
6 12 1 
The second term is 
i “2”’ (r2 - m,,*) = i [r2(r, - ml,l+l)-~(rl-~~l,l+l)(r,-~77~,~)l 
,,,,,,=o nr,,2=0 !,I,,: =o 
=+ ,,lio 07 -m. I + 1)(2rz-r, +m,,,) 
=f fJ [(r, + 1)(2r,-r,)-m,,,(2r2-2r, - 1)-m;,] 
“‘1. I=0 
=~[(r,+1)*(2r2-r,)-f(2rz-2r,-1)(r,)(r,+1)-~r,(r,+1)(2r,+1)] 
= + [r2(r, + l)(r, + 2) - + rl (r, + l)(r, + 2)] 
The third term is 
,,,tEo :~~~~ ::,C”’ 1 = jJ (r, -ml,, + 1)’ 
z,=o w,,, = 0 
=“,~~0[(rl+1322~,,1(r,+I)+,n:,l 
=(r,+1)3-r,(r,+1)2+~r,(r,+1)(2r,+1) 
=(r,+1)2++rj(r,+l)(2r,+1) 
= f (r, + 1)[6(r, + 1) + r,(2r, + l)] 
=+(r, + 1)[6r, +6+2rf+r,] 
= + (r, + 1)(2rf + 7r, + 6) 
= i (r, + 1)[2r, (r, + 2) + (3r, + 6)] 
=+r,(r,+ l)(r, +2)++(r, + l)(r, +2) 
=2(r,;2) + (y2). 
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Then combining the evaluations of the three terms, we have 
Case (ii): r, + r, > r3. 
‘/;(r,,r2,r3;rl,rZ,r3)= i 
r, - ,N,, , I, - m,, 
C C [min(r2-m,,2,r2-m2,)+ 11 I,,,,, =o ,tr,,:=o ,t1>, =o 
rl r, - w,, , r, - m, 
- 1 1 C max(r,+r2-r3-m,,, - m l,2-qI,0). 
011 ,=o nr,,,=o rrh,=o 
The first summation is given bq’ the case rI + r2sr3. We need to compute only the 
second summation. 
,,,i ~‘%‘““y 
max(r,+rz-r3-mI,,-m,,2-m2,1rO) 
,,, =o ,,r,,2=0 ,%, =o 
r, + rz - rl r, + r: - r, - w,, , r, + r: - r, - nI,, - m,,: 
= ,.so c ,,? 
Q-1 +r2-r3-1n1.1 -w,2-4.l) 
t,,,,: =o :,=o 
r, + r’? - r, r, + r: - rl - m,, 
= ,.F 
c [( rl + rz - r3 - m,, , -m,,2)(rl+r2-r3-ml,l-rri1,2+ 1) 
-0 ,n,,: = 0 
-+(r, +r,-r3-m,,, - ~~~~,2)0-~ +r2-r3-n?,,, --?I,,+ 111 
r, + r: - r, r, + r: - r, - 1!1,, , 
=f ,,,F C (r,+r2-r3-m,,l-m,,2)(r,+r2-r3-m,,,-ml,2+1) 
Ill,,:=0 
r,+r:-r, r,+r,-r,-nr,,, 
=+ ,,,c C [(r,+r2-r3-rn,,,)(r,+r2-r3-m,,,+1) 
,,,=O 1t1,,2 =o 
-m,,2(2r, +2r2-2r3-2m,,, + l)+1nf2] 
r,+r,-r, 
=+ 1 [(rl+r2-r3-m,,1)(rl+r2-r3-m,,,+1)’ 
n,,,, =o 
-+ (r, +rz- r3 -ml, ,)(I-, +r2- r3 - ml,, + 1)(2r, +2rz- 2r3 -2m,, , + 1) 
+~(r,+rz-r3-m,,,)(r,+r2-r3-m,,,+1)(2r,+2r2-2r3-2ml,I+1)] 
I, + ‘2 - r, 
=+ C [(rl+r2-r3-m,,,)(r,+r2-r3-ml,l+1)2 
m,,, =o 
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-f(rl+T*-r3-m,.,)(r,+r2-r3--ml~,+ 1)(2r,+2r,-2/-x-2m,,,+ I)] 
r, + I: - r, 
=+ ,,,C (r,+~~-r~-m,,,)(r,+f~-r~-m,,,+l)(r,+r,-r~-/m,,,+2) 
I ,=o 
r, + r: - r, 
=+ C [(r,+~~-~))(r,+~~-r~+1)-~,,,(2r,+2f~-2r~+l)+~nI?;,] 
m,, )= 0 
x (I-, + rz - r3 - 177 ,, , + 2) 
-,n,.,(r,+rz-‘~+2)(2r,+2r,-2r,+ 1)+3n7~,(r,+r,-rj+ 1) 
- ml,, (r, + rz - f3)(rI + r2 - r-3 + 1) - In: I 1 
= + [(r, + r2 - r3)(rl + r2 - r3 + I)+, + r2 - r3 + 2) 
- + (r, + r2 - r3WI + r2 - r + l)(r,+rr-rj+2)(2r,+2rz-2rj+ 1) 3 
+ f (r, + r, -r3)(r, + rz -r, + 1)2(2r, + 2rz - 2r, + 1) 
- f (r, + r, - r3)2(r, + r2 - r3 + 1)2 - $ (r, + r2 - r,)‘(r, + r2 - r3 + 1)2] 
= f [+ (r, + f2 - r3)(rl + rz - r3 + l)(r, + f2 - r3 + 2) 
++(r,+rz-r3)(r,+r2-r3+ 1)2(2r,+2rz-2r3+ 1) 
- $ (r, + rz - r3)‘(rI + rz - r3 + 1)2] 
= + [+ (r, + r-2 - r3)(r, + r,-r,+ I)@, +rz-r3+2) 
+ $ (I-, + rz - r3)(rI + r2 - r3 + l)‘(r, + r1 - r3 + 2)] 
= &(r, + r2 - r&r, + rz - r3 + I)@, + r2 - r3 + 2)(r, + f2 - r3 f 3) 
= ( r,+r,-r3+3 > 4 * 
Then combining the evaluation of the two terms, we have 
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